#TundraTime Activities
About the Book
Anne loves autumn in Avonlea, and she’s been
enjoying her ﬁrst three weeks of school. She also
loves walking with and sitting next to her kindred
spirit, Diana Barry. However, one day, Gilbert Blythe
joins the class. According to Diana, he’s very
handsome, and smart too. He’s also very bold, and
immediately gets on Anne’s nerves. After Gilbert pulls
on Anne’s braid and calls her “Carrots” because of
her red hair, Anne vows never to talk to Gilbert again,
and even stops going to school for a time when her
teacher forces Anne to sit next to her rival. But later,
when Anne has an accident on the pond, who should
come to her rescue but her nemesis, Gilbert Blythe?
Lovingly adapted by Kallie George with beautiful
nostalgic illustrations by Abigail Halpin, Anne’s School
Days is perfect for fans of Anne, new and old.
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Keep the Conversation Going
Here are some ideas, activities and questions to
consider after you’ve read the book:
∙ This book is based on the classic novel Anne of
Green Gables by L. M. Montgomery. What are
some other classic stories that you may have
read and like?
∙ Anne’s schoolhouse is set in the 1880s. What are
some diﬀerences between Anne’s school and
yours that you may have noticed, either in the text
or the pictures?

∙ Anne and Gilbert get oﬀ to a bad start. What
happens? Do you think Gilbert meant to hurt
Anne’s feelings? Do you think she should have
forgiven him when he said sorry? Why or why not?
Have you ever misjudged someone at ﬁrst, or
become friends with someone you were originally
not friends with? How have some of your
friendships changed over time?
∙ Anne has some troubles in her school days, but
there are a lot of things she loves about them too.
Make a list or a picture of the favorite things you
like about your school day. What are some things
you ﬁnd challenging?
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Activity
Anne loves to make up her own stories
and, at the end of the book, imagines that
she is the character from a poem. Do you
ever imagine that you are a character
from a book or movie? Who do you like
to pretend to be? Draw a picture!
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